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Thus, methodologically gender studies applies both more traditional methods from the 

humanities, social sciences, and hard sciences, and the emerging interdisciplinary 

methodologies. Our methods include some quantitative approaches such as questionnaires and 

surveys and quantitative content analyses. Perhaps more common in gender studies are 

qualitative methods, including participatory observation, in-depth interviews and group 

interviews, policy analysis, archival and heritage studies, qualitative content and discourse 

analyses, visual analysis, etc. 

In points of subject matter, the postgraduate area of gender studies includes elements from, 

among others, cultural studies, social anthropology, sociology, postcolonial studies, critical 

race studies, indigenous studies, migration studies, STS, pedagogy, policy studies, cultural 

geography, philosophy, literary studies, visuality and media studies. 

Postgraduate education in gender studies at LiU is distinct in several ways. It combines the 

more traditional gender studies approaches, theories and methods that are more likely to be 

found in tradition gender studies units and PhD programs that are still built around mono-

disciplines such as sociology or international relations, with the most innovative strands that 

are scarcely present in any other PhD programs in Sweden and in the Nordic region in general.  

The fact that Tema Genus is a unit within the Thematic Studies Department with its strong 

interdisciplinary and at times postdisciplinary bent, is crucial in the way our PhD training is 

framed and conducted.  

At TEMA GENUS the PhD training corresponds to the cutting-edge developments and new 

sub-areas of research within gender studies nationally and internationally. This also 

corresponds to the expertise and major research areas that are developed by our staff.  The three 

main intersecting areas of research and PhD training at Tema Genus include Decolonial 

Feminism, Gender Nature and Culture and the Bodies Hub. Since a major requirement for 

being accepted to our PhD program is an MA degree in gender studies or in exceptional cases 

a sufficient amount of ECTS credits in gender studies related courses, our PhD students enter 

the program with already a considerable knowledge of the main theoretical, methodological, 

historical and other necessary grounds of gender studies. Therefore, we do not start from scratch 

in our training but rather concentrate on cutting edge and new developments in the research 

area that our three current strands of research clearly represent. Decolonial feminism 

problematizes western gender studies research and its role in a postcolonial world. It examines 

inequality in its various forms, including the intersections between gender, sexuality, ethnicity, 

history and memory, and geopolitics. Decolonial feminism also explores different forms of 

resistance against global inequalities and neocolonial power asymmetries, including how social 

movements, knowledge production, arts, and cultures have mobilized such resistance. Gender, 

Nature, Culture builds upon research from traditional humanities such as literary studies, 

cultural studies, history, and philosophy, investigating new questions about humans, nature, 

culture, and environment. This research subarea takes a more-than-human perspective where 

we trouble the dichotomies of and boundaries between nature and culture, human and non-

human, body and technology, and human and animal, among others. Research in The Bodies 

Hub meets at the intersection of Gender Studies, feminist technoscience, and medicine, 
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investigating gender, the body, sexuality, and identity. We ask questions about how knowledge, 

medicine, technology, and norms co-create the bodies we live in, and live with. 

All three main areas intersect and interact with each other research-wise and also in PhD 

training. We design the courses to reflect the breadth and comprehensiveness of the Gender 

Studies field which is one of the broadest and most heterogeneous interdisciplinary fields whose 

boarders and contents are constantly in change and sometimes contested. We hope that our 

basic courses convey this, even if it can be disorientating for some PhD students who are 

used to more homogenous and one-directional understanding of their research area with 

everyone in the environment sharing the same view of what it means. The heterogeneity and 

incommensurability of the main positions of the three strands, and hopefully the fourth strength 

that will be added with the hiring of the fourth professor, is one of the assets but also one of the 

challenges of our PhD education. Part of the PhD training at TEMA G, therefore, consists in 

making the students aware of this heterogeneity and diversity of opinions and stop seeing it as 

a problem, rather learning to find advantages in this situation and first of all, their freedom and 

responsibility to make choices in what strand of gender research they pursue and why. Each 

student is also encouraged to engage in courses directly related to their thesis topics and the 

individual learning trajectory of each PhD student is designed individually and continuously 

discussed with the supervisors. 

We maintain in our research and education a rigorous critically reflexive and interdisciplinary 

approach to the complex phenomenon of gender that we analyse both materially and 

discursively, socially and economically, affectively and epistemically. We believe that this 

critical complex and intersectional interdisciplinary design of our doctoral education ultimately 

works for the arrival of Tema Genus unique scholarly profile and makes our PhD education 

attractive and successful. 

The Board of Supervisors for PhD education regards this TEMA GENUS profile as a strength, 

which we are constantly seeking to develop. This is done for example by developing and 

renewing postgraduate courses and making them fit the needs of specific groups of PhD 

students, through an active higher seminar and work in progress seminar program and an open 

and active participation of researchers and PhDs students in terms of project and program grant 

applications. We believe that this profile successfully motivates doctoral students and results in 

dissertations that are scientifically sound and socially relevant. We also perceive a large and 

growing societal and political demand for the studies that our doctoral students produce.  

One of the weaknesses of our PhD education is that we do not always have sufficient 

instruments to help our doctoral students reach out with their research in a more active way and 

make it more relevant and visible in the society. 

 

2. Assessment area: qualifications 

 

Staff: Supervisor and teacher competence 

 

Six researchers are currently active as supervisors in the doctoral program in gender studies. 

In addition, there is an emeritus available for supervision. There are also several researchers 
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The combined scientific and pedagogical competence of supervisors and teachers in 

relation to the needs of the PhD education 

The PhD program in gender studies has an excellent group of pedagogically well-qualified and 

scientifically successful supervisors. All of them have completed supervisor training or 

acquired corresponding skills. All supervisors are very active in terms of research and can offer 

the PhD students necessary insights into their ongoing projects and introduce them into the 

current research networks, as well as give valuable advice to doctoral students on publishing, 

conference participation, teaching in various courses and different collaborative assignments. 

The Board of Supervisors at Tema Genus fully meets the current needs to provide both 

obligatory and elective PhD courses in gender studies (See below on TEMA GENUS`s 

participation in InterGender consortium and research training program). The supervisors at 

Tema Genus have several supervisory assignments at other departments at LiU and also at other 

higher education institutions in Sweden and abroad. They are also often asked to act as an 

opponent or in the grading committee at other LiU departments and at other higher education 

institutions. This testifies to a high level of confidence in our expertise in gender studies and 

related areas. 

It is worth pointing out that the number of interested and competent supervisors exceeds the 

number of doctoral students. With the future hiring of a new professor at TEMA GENUS this 

situation will become even more evident. The shrinking possibility of accepting new doctoral 

students means that colleagues lack supervision.  

It is also important that some crucial areas of gender research are not sufficiently represented 

in our supervisor` board. This refers to LGBTQ and queer studies, to some extent, to history, 

and critical geography, to masculinity studies, that are represented to a lesser degree. This 

deficiency is partly compensated by all supervisors' commitment to interdisciplinary 

perspectives in research and also their willingness to explore new areas together with their PhD 

students.  

Do the teachers and supervisors have sufficient pedagogical competence for the current 

doctoral education? 

All active supervisors have completed supervisor training or acquired corresponding 

competence. Most have very extensive experience of teaching and supervision at all levels - 

bachelor, master and doctor. Younger colleagues are offered the opportunity to undergo LiU's 

supervisor training and have extensive experience of teaching and supervision at bachelor's and 

master's level. 

The supervisors' and teachers' opportunities to continuously research, follow 

developments and further develop scientific competence within their own subject area 

TEMA GENUS is a unit with a traditionally very strong international research profile and 

international networks that put it on the cutting-edge level globally. Supervisors are also very 
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successful in obtaining external grants. Ericka Johnson, Cecilia Åsberg and Madina Tlostanova 

through their professorships are the ones who have access to faculty financing in terms of 

research. Other supervisors have external research grants that form the basis for their 

opportunities to continuously research and also in some cases hire new PhD students.  

Successful applications for external grants together with faculty financing have made it possible 

for the supervisors to follow the latest trends in their areas, and further develop scientific 

competence in their subject area. This presupposes that supervisors are very active in terms of 

applying for external research funding as well as peer support in improving the existing 

applications. In these conditions, there is a potential risk that supervisors will become 

eventually less active in research if they do not get external funding and faculty funding is not 

enough. This risk has so far been managed by the supervisors` constant search for external 

funding and their quite impressive success, especially in terms of project funding. We cannot 

influence the external research landscape, but we can answer this challenge with maintaining 

high quality in doctoral education and a good doctoral education environment. 

How does the education work to ensure in the long term that the doctoral students are 

given sufficient teaching and supervision resources? 

Most lecturers at TEMA GENUS are docents. Consequently, the majority of lecturers and 

professors can act as both main supervisors and assistant supervisors. We are constantly 

working on maintaining an open and constructive dialogue in the supervisors` board to ensure 

that the doctoral students are offered sufficient supervisory resources in the long run. 

TEMA GENUS also actively enrols assistant supervisors from outside the unit – both at the 

university level, at the national and international levels. At present, there are three assistant 

supervisors who are connected to TEMA GENUS but who are not employed there. However, 

when the PhD position is not supported by the external funding it can be potentially a problem 

for it is the unit who is to pay for the external supervision. This shortage in resources can 

potentially lead to lowering of the quality of supervision. 

The Board of Supervisors meets three or four times per semester to discuss general issues 

related to the PhD education, such as new and recurrent courses, special PhD related events, 

official reports on the third term evaluation, upcoming defences, and continuously - the progress 

of each doctoral student. At these meetings we also address when necessary the selection of 

second and third supervisors, the change of supervisors, and any additional procedures related 

to this issue, the selection of the opponents, readers and committee members. These regular 

meetings of the Board of Supervisors are an important dynamic space of collegial support for 

individual supervisors as well as a body working collectively for the wellbeing of success of 

doctoral students. In addition, it is possible to discuss the arising problems and issues 

individually with the FUÄ, Madina Tlostanova. All in all, TEMA GENUS offers a very 

functional, efficient and appropriate supervision. 

One possible improvement in this area can be recruiting a PhD student representative into our 

supervisors` meetings to ensure that the students` needs and concerns are addressed in full. 

However, a large part of our supervisors meeting is a discussion of the student`s individual 

progress which is confidential and would require to exclude the representative. Therefore, we 

suggest that it is better to organize a special recurrent meeting of the PhD students with FUÄ 

and the head of the unit which will be tailored only to the needs of the PhD students.  
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How stable have the teacher and supervisor resources been over time? How is the stability 

assessed in the coming years? 

TEMA GENUS has had good stability both due to the faculty funding and to considerable 

success in seeking external research funding. We have also had a group of (assistant) 

supervisors consisting of colleagues outside TEMA GENUS who have considerable expertise 

in specific areas of gender studies and also work for helping us to maintain stability. We expect 

to continue providing stable supervisor resources in the future. Unlike other units we do not 

have a serious problem of retirement yet that could leave us without a sufficient number of 

supervisors. TEMA GENUS is an extremely desirable workplace and research environment 

which is clear from the high numbers of job applications and PhD applications that we always 

receive. We hope that maintaining or high standards will allow us to continue to be an attractive 

environment in the future so that there will be sufficient numbers of well qualified mid-career 

researchers and teachers who could be recruited eventually at our unit. A possible challenge in 

this respect will be to balance the faculty funded supervision with the increasing dependence 

on the external funding which is unstable and unpredictable.   

Moreover, externally funded PhD students and their supervisors face additional challenges that 

will have to be taken strategically in the future. Research grants involving PhD positions are 

highly competitive. Therefore, it is crucial to ensure that PhD projects as integral core parts of 

such grant supported projects, are successful and come to fruition.   As a result, the 

responsibility of both supervisors who select PhD students for their projects, and doctoral 

students as participants of such research projects, increases as PhD students` salaries constitute 

a larger part of the project funds. So, if a student does not deliver the planned research the whole 

externally funded project will be at risk. This situation imposes more demands on the PhD 

students and potentially creates stress and needs to be dealt with pre-emptively. It also may 

eventually make the external funding applicants decide not to include PhD students research in 

their project applications.  

A doctoral student who requests to change supervisors must be allowed to do it (SFS 2010: 

1064). What are the principles for enabling supervisor changes? 

Upon admission, the doctoral students are assigned a supervisor pro forma. Through to the 

doctoral students` handbook (see appendix 2) that the students receive in the beginning of their 

PhD training, they become aware of the possibility of selecting or changing their principle 

supervisors and within the first year, the second supervisors, within Tema Genus.  Supervisor 

changes can be initiated by both the doctoral student and the supervisor, and the FUÄ supports 

the doctoral student in this process. However, supervisor changes rarely occur at TEMA 

GENUS and in the last five years we had one such change only.  

Since the end of 2020 – beginning of 2021, a new structure was introduced into TEMA PhD 

training. Each unit has its own research education manager (FUÄ) while there is also a central 

research education director at Tema level (FUS). FUS and respective FUÄs participate in 

regular meetings at departmental level in the Postgraduate Education Committee (FUK). As 

part of this reorganization, some areas of responsibility have been redistributed to enable FUÄ 

to focus more on the immediate issues of their own unit and get support when necessary from 

FUS and FUK. The FUÄ and FUS are there to inform the students about their right to change 
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the supervisor or obtain an additional one and explain the details of this procedure if necessary. 

The doctoral student who wishes to change supervisors first turns to the FUÄ (if they are not 

involved), who then forwards the matter to the department board where a decision on changing 

supervisors is made. If the change of supervisor takes place due to conflicts, FUÄ (if they are 

not involved) must familiarize themselves with the relationship between the doctoral student 

and the supervisor. FUÄ is responsible for ensuring that the change takes place quickly and 

efficiently. In this case the former supervisor and FUÄ (if not themselves involved) together 

with the doctoral student in question must apply for a new supervisor. If the change of 

supervisor happens for other reasons, FUÄ has to make sure the student gets a new supervisor 

as soon as possible. The matter is discussed at the supervisors` board meeting and the 

departmental committee of PhD education is informed in due time. In cases where FUÄ 

themselves is involved as a supervisor the head of the unit appoints the person who in this case 

takes over the above tasks concerning the change of supervisor. The Board of Supervisors 

meeting is the first and very important space where such issues as the change of supervisors 

and the addition of second (or third) supervisors are discussed at different stages of the doctoral 

program. TEMA GENUS has a good number of qualified supervisors available for supervision 

tasks and additionally has a wide network of affiliated researchers ready to co-supervise. 

Therefore, a doctoral student who wishes to change supervisors will easily find a new 

supervisor within their own environment if need be. 

A summary of development areas regarding teacher and supervisor competence - 

weaknesses to improve, strengths to develop 

TEMA GENUS enjoys a very high level of competence in the sphere of supervision in the 

doctoral program in gender studies. This strength can be developed by improving the financial 

opportunities for doctoral admissions, which presupposes our continued successful applications 

for external funding as well as the increased faculty funding for our research environment. The 

former path will be developed through preparing more applications, including working even 

more actively in various international networks of doctoral programs. 

An identifiable weakness in the area of competencies is that some important spheres of gender 

research (LQBTQ and queer studies, history, feminist critical geography, etc.) are not 

sufficiently represented in our supervisors` board. This is offset at least partially by TEMA 

GENUS excellent networks and collaborations both in LiU, nationally and internationally.  We 

also hope that the future employment of a new professor with additional qualifications might 

balance this deficiency even more. 

 

 

2 Postgraduate education environment 

 

Composition of the doctoral student group (the number of doctoral students admitted in 

the last five years, their gender, age, specialization and language skills relevant to the 

education).  

TEMA GENUS attaches great importance to gender equality and diversity. During the period 

2016–2020, a total of 17 doctoral students were employed at TEMA GENUS, two of them are 

men and two are non-binary (Table 3). This gender composition is related to the nature of 

gender studies as a discipline and the typical gender profile of the PhD applicants in this 
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methodologies, Interdisciplinary Practices” is mandatory for TEMA G PhD students. The rest 

of the InterGender courses are not mandatory for Tema Genus PhD students as some of the 

courses may not fit their individual research trajectories. However, we encourage our PhD 

students to take these courses whenever it is relevant. 

The admission of PhD students in the humanities, social sciences and interdisciplinary spheres 

like gender studies today is shrinking and is not always continuous. This is potentially a 

problem when there is only one or two students accepted to a PhD program at a time. Then it 

is very hard to build a vibrant and creative PhD education environment. Courses are more 

difficult to teach and students are bound to work more individually and with their supervisors 

rather than in a group.  

TEMA GENUS PhD students have also pointed out in their discussion of the quality of doctoral 

students training that it is crucial to maintain a big enough group of PhD students and admit 

them into the program in sizable cohorts. It is not possible to go through a PhD education on 

their own, and for the unit, the department, the faculty and the university it should be a priority 

to admit PhD students in groups. The PhD students stated that much of the training happens in 

the interaction and conversations with their closest colleagues, and much of the resilience to 

cope with stress and uncertainties is found in the contact with one`s peers. Furthermore, the 

students stress the value of a cross generational PhD student group, when new students are in 

close interaction with the colleagues that are a year or two into the training. This can really help 

create a working environment which one can understand and manage. 

 

In 2016-2018 TEMA GENUS faced this problem of dramatically shrunken numbers of the new 

PhD enrolments. The PhD students reported that this had a negative effect on the quality of 

their education because there were only very few PhD candidates, the unit was shrinking and 

there were very few colleagues to turn to. Subsequently the situation has changed. The unit has 

started growing again and there are currently more PhD students at the unit. Additionally, 

InterGender courses together with the STINT PhD mobility program that has also been 

launched at TEMA GENUS at the time have helped our unit to ensure that even with low 

number of students they were guaranteed to take courses with many participants from different 

countries and from various Swedish universities. In 2019 and 2020 the situation has started 

improving internally as we have accepted 6 new PhD students who are now enjoying a more 

sustainable PhD training environment with regular opportunities to exchange ideas with each 

other, to cross-pollinate their respective perspectives and broaden their research content through 

our rigorous PhD training program designed specifically for TEMA GENUS students.  

TEMA GENUS PhD students also participate actively in TEMA research education 

environments through taking PhD courses at other TEMAs as well as courses designed for all 

TEMA PhD students such as the course in the “Ontologies, Methodologies and Epistemologies 

of Interdisciplinary Studies”, where they have a chance to interact with their peers from other 

TEMA units. Tema Genus PhD students also actively participate in the courses offered outside 

TEMA. For example, in the recurrent LiU Humanities PhD course “Reimagining the 

Humanities” which is open for all FilFak students and also for students from other Swedish and 

foreign universities.  
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In addition, the latest batch of PhD students has access to specific WASP-HS courses 

determined by their external funding by WASP.   

TEMA GENUS PhD students have also taken part in the Seed Box program. One of our active 

PhD students is funded by the Seed Box.  

All of these activities and intersecting environments have created networks of contacts for our 

doctoral students, have helped them launch collaborations with other doctoral students in 

Sweden and abroad and with researchers outside TEMA GENUS. 

We hope that in the next few years, opportunities will emerge to establish a summer school in 

gender studies at TEMA GENUS through external funding.  

Another key factor for the postgraduate education environment is TEMA GENUS’ vital higher 

seminar, with about five seminars per semester, at which both invited researchers and TEMA 

GENUS researchers take part (https://www.facebook.com/TemaGenus).  

 

In what ways do local, national and international networks strengthen postgraduate 

education? 

In addition to the networks that TEMA GENUS doctoral students gain access to via the 

InterGender program, TEMA GENUS offers a number of other networks. These relate to 

GEXcel international collegium and Äg. Through GEXcel International Collegium for 

Advanced Transdisciplinary Gender Studies, Tema Genus has a longstanding collaboration 

with gender studies units at Örebro and Karlstad Universities. The collaboration has a strong 

international profile and aims to develop transnational, intersectional and transformative gender 

research. It provides a space for developing collaborations both nationally and internationally, 

for different generations of gender scholars, that our PhD students can benefit from both during 

and after their studies. 

Tema Genus is a member of the newly founded Swedish Association for Gender studies (ÄG). 

This association aims to provide a space for collaboration around issues central for gender 

studies as a discipline in Sweden. It also provides an important line of communication between 

gender studies units in Sweden, where information about upcoming PhD defences, PhD courses 

and other related issues can be shared. ÄG meetings and conferences are a place where PhD 

students can build and develop their own gender scholar network. 

Other networks include WASP-HS program which is both a network and a graduate school, 

European Network of Humanities.21 (https://neh21.net/). 

TEMA GENUS researchers have many well-established contacts with institutions and 

individual researchers in the USA, Canada, in European countries both inside and outside the 

EU, in Latin America, in South Africa, India, Australia, Central Asia, Middle East. In addition, 

TEMA GENUS is continuously visited by 2–3 foreign guest researchers and guest doctoral 

students, which further strengthens the research environment, postgraduate education and 

seminar activities. In addition, TEMA GENUS regularly organizes smaller workshops as well 

as larger conferences with established researchers. For example, in 2016 TEMA GENUS hosted 

a major national gender studies conference, G 16 with hundreds of visiting researchers, where 

doctoral students participated both by presenting their research in panels and as panel hosts and 

organizers.  
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In the future Tema Genus intends to put more specific effort into introducing our PhD students 

into the existing research networks and contacts from other institutions which will help them 

both in their thesis research and course work.   

 

To what extent do doctoral students take postgraduate courses at other universities? In 

Sweden and / or abroad? 

Contrary to other TEMAs we have a 90 ECTS course load in our program. This is done to 

ensure that our PhD students get a broad and in-depth idea of current gender studies, particularly 

in their theoretical and methodological angles, and that all the current strands of research at the 

unit are properly represented in the courses. At the same time the required courses constitute 

60 ECTS while the rest consists of elective courses that can be taken elsewhere. We 

continuously encourage students to take elective courses outside our unit at other universities 

in Sweden and abroad and the doctoral students have actively pursued these opportunities. 

Thus, the current group of PhD students have taken the following courses at other universities; 

Nature, Capitalism and Film as Decolonial Dialectic’; The Situated Ecologies Platform, hosted 

at KTH Environmental Humanities Laboratory, November 2019, 1.5 ECTS; Ethical, Legal, 

Societal and Economical Aspects of AI. WASP-AI graduate school. 2,5 ECTS. Fall semester 

2020; Explaining Intelligence. WASP-HS graduate school. 2,5 ECTS. Fall semester 2020; 

Introduction to AI and autonomous systems. WASP-HS graduate school. 2,5 ECTS. Fall 

semester 2020; Classic Themes and Debates in Science and Technology Studies, Chalmers 

University of Technology. Department of Technology Management and Economics. 7,5 ECTS. 

Spring 2021. However, the PhD students commented that they would like to be still better 

informed on the upcoming available courses at other units at the faculty and elsewhere as it is 

hard to find current information about this on LiU webpages. We have  made the faculty page 

with the respective courses available for our PhD students 

(https://www.filfak.liu.se/forskarutbildning/forskarutbildningskurser?l=sv), however in some 

cases there are no courses offered that fit their specific requirements. Therefore, we will 

continue doing our best to work together with each PhD student to build their educational 

profile and select appropriate courses. Although we also believe that part of their developing 

into independent researchers should imply a shared responsibility between student and 

supervisor to discuss and look for such external courses that would be tailored to the students’ 

individual needs as part of an ongoing dialogue.   

 

How does the education ensure the quality of the dissertations that are defended? 

Criteria for the quality of dissertations are established in our general study plan where all the 

routines for ensuring the quality are explained in detail (https://liu.se/- 

/media/liu/2017/02/01/Allman-studieplan-for-forskarutbildningen-inom-Tema-Genus.pdf). 

We use and follow up ISPs and also engage external assessors in several different phases of the 

dissertation work. 

A formal schedule for quality assurance consists of the third term assessment (when the 

student`s progress is assessed by another faculty member who is not their supervisor and 

discussed both with the PhD student and with the supervisors in two separate meetings), 60% 
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and 90% seminar (also called the final seminar). Quality assurance takes place through these 

control landmarks and through collective participation in seminars with the involvement of 

external assessors (at both the 60% and 90% seminars). In all cases the students receive detailed 

written and oral feedback and instructions on how to proceed with their PhD work, what issues 

to take into account, how to solve the arising problems, etc. We also have mandatory follow-

up meetings after the 60% and 90% seminar, where supervisors, opponents and committee 

members or the reader group (excluding the PhD students) discuss the results of the seminar, 

elaborate collectively the comments and suggestions for the student and decide on the report.  

Expertise is crucial when it comes to choosing opponents for the 60% seminar and the final 

seminar. Decisions on who is to be appointed as assessors are made by the Board of Supervisors 

for the doctoral program on the basis of the proposals submitted from the supervisor in 

consultation with the doctoral student. The same procedure applies when a proposal for an 

opponent and a grading committee for a dissertation are to be submitted to the Faculty of 

Philosophy.  

 

What opportunities and challenges are there in cases where the doctoral students are in 

another environment or in another place (e.g. contract doctoral students / agreements 

with industry, municipalities, etc.)? How are these opportunities / challenges handled? 

 

At the moment TEMA GENUS has neither contract doctoral students nor doctoral students who 

are in another academic environment. We have one doctoral student whose time has expired 

long ago but she decided to come back and still pursue her PhD without being paid a salary. 

This student is almost ready with her thesis, has already completed the last seminar and is 

scheduled to defend in the late Spring of 2021 or at the latest September 2021.  

Three of our current PhD students have been taking courses at the WASP-HS graduate school 

as part of their external-funded training.  

However, we have a general expectation that TEMA GENUS employees, including the doctoral 

students, are expected to attend at least three working days each week on campus. This, among 

other things, means that the majority of our doctoral students live in Linköping or Norrköping, 

and those who live elsewhere are present to about the same extent as everyone else. This 

situation with physical presence has been affected by the Covid-19 crisis. But we hope it will 

be possible to slowly restore our physical presence on campus which is very important in PhD 

research and education. 

 

What opportunities and challenges are there in cases where supervisors are in another 

environment or in another place? How are these opportunities / challenges handled? 

All our main supervisors are employed at TEMA GENUS, one assistant supervisor is in another 

Swedish University and one assistant supervisor is in another country, but both have rather 

strong academic connection to TEMA GENUS. In some cases, when specific competence is 

required, usually in the last phase of a dissertation, we may also hire a "third supervisor" or 

expert reviewer, this time usually from other universities in or outside Sweden. 
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Summary of development areas regarding the postgraduate education environment - 

weaknesses to improve, strengths to develop 

 

PhD education in gender studies takes place in a nationally and internationally strong and well-

established environment. It has been built up thanks to TEMA GENUS success in terms of 

external project grants, but mainly thanks to the commitment and enthusiasm of the involved 

researchers and doctoral students in their respective fields and areas. There are many 

development potentials in this respect, which presuppose additional external and internal funds 

that could enable the recruitment of more doctoral students, their hiring in sizable cohorts,  and 

arranging for further courses and activities for the existing students. TEMA GENUS is ready 

to come up with many ideas to continue improving itself as an attractive PhD education 

environment and there is clearly potential to consolidate TEMA GENUS position as one of 

Sweden's leading doctoral programs in gender studies. 

A development can take place through a more coordinated and accentuated use of the doctoral 

students' own bottom-up initiatives for arranging symposia, workshops, lectures, specific 

courses and discussions, through their more active and direct participation in planning of the 

Higher Seminar series.  

Additionally, we see an area of development in better coordinating and perhaps planning future 

collaborations with TEMA GENUS`s significant international contact network to be able to 

offer the PhD students opportunities for stays abroad in a more structured and predictable way.  

The above-mentioned areas of development and future initiatives already exist or are in the 

making at Tema Genus. However currently they end up being the responsibility of the 

individual supervisor or the board of supervisors who, due to a high workload and small 

resources, can administer and implement only a small number of good ideas and initiatives that 

are born in the environment. 

 

3 Assessment area: Design, implementation and results 

 

3.1 Design of postgraduate education 

TEMA GENUS doctoral program in gender studies brings together doctoral students from all 

over the world. Therefore, the admission as a doctoral student at TEMA GENUS takes place 

on a national and international basis. Upon admission, routines are followed in accordance with 

the postgraduate education management regulations. For more details see the general study 

plan: https://liu.se/- 

/media/liu/2017/02/01/Allman-studieplan-for-forskarutbildningen-inom-Tema-Genus.pdf 

PhD students in gender studies are usually employed in a four-year doctoral position, licentiates 

in a two-year licentiate position. This applies to possible working hours, and it does not include 

sick leave, parental leave, assistance duty and the like. TEMA is responsible for ensuring that 

doctoral students employed at TEMA GENUS have continuous favourable working conditions 

as well as a good workplace in accordance with existing guidelines. 

New PhD students receive information about Linköping University, the activities at the TEMA 

department and at TEMA GENUS in particular upon admission. This is done through several 
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meetings with the head of the unit, with the FUÄ, with their supervisors and also with the help 

of the TEMA GENUS PhD students handbook which is a compendium of all necessary 

information on the design of the doctoral program at all stages of their training, their 

employment conditions, the general study plan, the rights and duties of the PhD students and 

their supervisors commitments (see appendix 2). 

In the course of the doctoral program the PhD students at TEMA GENUS study courses for a 

total of 90 credits, 60 of which are obligatory TEMA GENUS courses, and the remaining 30 

ECTS are elective courses and courses taken at other departments of LiU and at other 

universities. Often elective courses are specifically tailored for smaller groups of students with 

intersecting interests and needs. We also practice reading courses which consists of individual 

readings and 2 hour discussions with the supervisor of specific texts important for the PhD 

student`s thesis. The students also receive 7.5 credits for participation in Higher Seminars 

(mandatory is at least 40 seminars during the 4 year study period). Course plans are drawn up 

within TEMA GENUS and approved by the FUÄ and the supervisory board. All courses are 

evaluated by the participants, and the result is, if applicable, the basis for changes and 

improvements.  TEMA GENUS encourages PhD students to choose one or more of the optional 

courses at another university, and preferably in another country. The overall criterion for the 

courses is that they should serve to increase the research students' competence and the quality 

of the dissertations. For the licentiate degree, the same compulsory courses as well as elective 

courses corresponding to 42 credits, and seminar participation of 3 credits are required. A 

requirement for obtaining teaching assignments is that PhD students undergo higher education 

pedagogical training. Points for this are credited within the framework of elective courses but 

we strongly encourage our students to take these courses if they want to teach. At the time of 

writing a report TEMA GENUS is in the process of introducing changes into our study plan 

with regards to pedagogical training requirements to make them more in tune with other 

TEMAs. We are expecting to submit an application for the study plan revision to the faculty in 

the near future. 

PhD students who enter the PhD program through a specific kind of external funding are 

sometimes required to take courses and attend higher seminars specifically tailored for these 

projects. Such is the case with WASP-HS through which three of our current PhD students have 

been employed (see Appendix 1_2).  

 

Doctoral students are assigned supervisors according to their specialization. The appointment 

of the principle supervisor takes place during the first term of study. The main supervisor is 

usually the one who has led the work of announcing the doctoral student position and the 

recruitment process. Assistant supervisors are selected based on the need to supplement the 

main supervisor's competence. Principal supervisors must have the qualifications of docents. 

The Board of Supervisors recommends to establish and change supervisors when necessary. 

Assistant supervisors with subject competence are important from a quality assurance point of 

view for doctoral students in gender studies as a clear case of interdisciplinary education 

environment. Each doctoral student has an assistant supervisor and if necessary third supervisor 

at the later stages. The choice is made by the doctoral student in agreement with the main 
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supervisor. The selection is approved by the board of supervisors and via FUS, by the TEMA 

board. From a quality assurance and competence development point of view, TEMA GENUS 

provides the opportunity for expert support for doctoral students during different phases of the 

dissertation. For the main supervisor, 5 percent of full-time employment is calculated per year. 

For assistant supervisors, 2,5 percent per year is calculated. Expert support is reimbursed 

depending on the scope. 

Principal supervisors and PhD students, in consultation with assistant supervisors, draw up an 

individual study plan that is discussed and renewed at least once a year. It is important that the 

study plan is designed in a realistic way, so that it can serve to assess the doctoral student's 

progress in the education. For both parties, the ISP is an important and legally binding 

document. 

TEMA GENUS offers a rich and varied range of higher seminars and work in progress seminars 

with a large number of internationally and nationally renowned researchers. It is the duty of a 

full-time doctoral student and is a condition for a doctoral degree to actively participate in at 

least 5 seminars per semester so that a total of at least 40 documented seminars is achieved 

during a normal study period calculated at four years. In case there is not enough HS offered 

by Tema Genus the students are surely welcome to take part in a plethora of HS offered by 

other TEMAs and also other departments at LiU and at other universities, and subsequently 

document their participation in the respective part of their ISP. It is very common that at TEMA 

GENUS PhD students organize mini-symposia within the higher seminar series in which they 

are the main speakers. They also can present their work at the work in progress seminars to get 

feedback from the wider TEMA GENUS environment. In addition, doctoral students should 

participate in seminars at other research environments within LiU as well as in national and 

international seminars within their area of interest. One of the successful examples already in 

place is the P6-Bodies, Knowledge, Subjectivity seminar that meets weekly and is frequented 

by TEMA GENUS PhD students. 

There are several major milestones and checkpoints for research education at TEMA GENUS. 

These fixed checkpoints are important in ensuring the quality of PhD training as they provide 

predictability and structure to the period spent by a doctoral student at the department. They are 

also intended to make it easier for supervisors and the teaching staff to obtain an overview of 

the work of a particular doctoral student, and take decisions about support and revision, where 

relevant. Along with annual assessment through the Individual Study Plans, our doctoral 

students are supposed to present their completed thesis proposal by the end of Term 1 and thesis 

plan by the start of Term 2. The next important checkpoint is the so called third term review 

which takes place at the end of Term 3/start of Term 4. The third term review process is a very 

important instrument of quality assurance which is applied at an early stage in the PhD 

education. It involves a discussion of the doctoral student’s study situation and work with the 

thesis. Its purpose is to give the doctoral student an opportunity to receive points of view and 

advice from other perspectives than the ones they have previously worked with. It is also to 

give the supervisors an idea of the student`s work on the thesis, the supervision situation, and 

plans for continuing the work. 
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The review is carried out by a teacher nominated by the board of supervisors, who must not be 

any of the doctoral student’s supervisors. Before the review, the doctoral student is to submit 

the written material that has been produced during the research education (course essays, thesis, 

memos, reports, articles, etc.), together with the thesis plan. It is the task of the reviewer to read 

the material submitted by the doctoral student and hold separate conversations with the doctoral 

student and the supervisors. If required, the reviewer should also consult the teachers who have 

followed the progress of the doctoral student taking courses and/or programme coordinator for 

the programme that the doctoral student is following. The discussions and assessment are to 

primarily analyse the learning process that the doctoral student has undergone while at Tema 

G. Has the student been able to benefit from the courses and seminars at Tema G, participated 

in the everyday intellectual interaction, demonstrated openness for points of view and 

perspectives, and been able to start work with the thesis in a reasonable way? Thus, it is the 

progression in the work and not simply the thesis project that is assessed. Another question that 

the Third term review should analyse is whether practical problems or problems associated with 

cooperation have arisen that have affected the process. Such may involve, for example, access 

to the empirical field, social or medical problems, deficiencies in supervision, or the occupation 

of too much time by duties as an assistant. The reviewer submits a written assessment of the 

project and of how the work has progressed. The assessment is to describe also the factors that 

have influenced the process (in both positive and negative directions) and propose supportive 

measures. In the document (and during discussions) the reviewer should give points of view 

concerning direction, theory and method, suggestions for literature, people to contact, etc. 

The assessment submitted by the reviewer is discussed by the supervisors board and 

subsequently passed to the doctoral student. The college of supervisors may decide to provide 

extra support or change of supervisor, in order to help the doctoral student to progress. In cases 

in which progress is assessed to be poor or in which the project has been hit by problems, the 

college of supervisors – in collaboration with the doctoral student’s supervisor – may also 

suggest an individual plan of action that specifies individual supportive measures from the 

research environment. It may also suggest initiatives that the doctoral student is to take, to be 

completed within a certain period of time. If the doctoral student has not been able to complete 

these initiatives during the stipulated period of time, the college of supervisors may – in 

collaboration with the doctoral student’s supervisors – recommend that the focus of the thesis 

be changed or enter into a dialogue with the doctoral student about exchanging the doctoral 

degree for a licentiate degree. 

The next check point is the 60% seminar which takes place after 60% of the period of research 

education (corresponding to 60% of the requirements with respect to courses and the thesis) in 

accordance with the TEMA guidelines for the 60%-seminar. The purpose of the seminar is to 

have a thorough discussion of the main points of the thesis and the quality of the submitted text 

which is expected to be structured and substantial (1-2 chapters, theories and methodologies, 

an overview of the current research field). The board of supervisors nominates an opponent 

from another research project or from another department, generally within LiU. The board of 

supervisors also nominates two researchers to read the manuscript in detail, and to participate 

in the seminar and the subsequent discussion. One of these can, if required, be taken from 
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outside Tema G. After the seminar, a meeting is held with the doctoral student, the supervisor, 

assistant supervisors, opponent and the two nominated teachers in order to summarise the 

seminar, put forward further points of view and advice, and discuss the subsequent work of the 

doctoral student. The principal supervisor chairs this meeting. The two nominated researches 

write a report that the opponent is to approve. The discussion and the report are presented at the 

next meeting of the board of supervisors. If the doctoral student is considered to have completed 

60%, the principal supervisor informs the Research Education Committee at the Department of 

Thematic Studies of this (by email to the secretary of the Research Education Committee). It is 

the duty of the principal supervisor to inform the doctoral student of the contents of any further 

discussions that took place. 

Ant the end of Term 7 comes the final seminar  (or 90% seminar) in accordance with the TEMA 

guidelines for the final seminar (slutseminarium). Its purpose is to obtain with the help of the 

external opponent, a reliable assessment of the thesis in its entirety, and manageable advice in 

preparation for a final editing of the manuscript. Another purpose is to assess whether the thesis 

can be completed within a reasonable period, which measures should be set in motion, or 

whether a change of focus to a licentiate degree is to be recommended. For the doctoral student, 

the final seminar can also provide useful training in justifying his or her analysis, and the choice 

of theory and/or empirical methods. The manuscript for a thesis in which all components are 

included in their nearly final state is presented at a higher seminar and examined by an external 

opponent. The manuscript must have been approved for presentation by the principal 

supervisor. The manuscript is then assessed by a final seminar committee, which includes three 

researchers with doctoral degrees among its members. The committee meets after the seminar, 

together with the opponent, the principal supervisor, and associate supervisors, to discuss the 

manuscript and write a report. The committee’s report is to contain recommendations for 

improvements and/or special investment of resources. The committee also makes 

recommendations with respect to the formal aspects of the thesis. The report is to be discussed 

as soon as possible by the board of supervisors.  

The report is passed to the doctoral student after the meeting of the college of supervisors, and 

a dialogue is carried out with the doctoral student about its recommendations. The supervisor 

is principally responsible for ensuring that the opinions of the final seminar committee and the 

college of supervisors are passed on to the doctoral student, and that a further examination, 

where relevant, is carried out. The principal supervisor is also responsible for ensuring that the 

final manuscript is formally correct before the thesis is sent for printing. 

 

Conference participation offers a significant opportunity for the doctoral student to present and 

receive views on their work. PhD students must therefore present their work at conferences. To 

promote conference participation, TEMA GENUS doctoral program offers their doctoral 

students financial support for the time the doctoral student is employed. 

The graduate students are encouraged to complete a certain stay abroad as an integral part of 

the study process. TEMA GENUS strives to make such stays economically and practically 

possible. Another important factor for the international character of postgraduate education is 
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InterGender program which is always hosting many international guest doctoral students 

contributing for the vibrant international environment. 

 

3.2 Fulfilment of degree objectives 

Degree objectives for the Doctoral degree 

 

Goals related to knowledge and understanding 

 

Goal 1 

- demonstrate broad knowledge in and a systematic understanding of the research area as well 

as deep and up-to-date specialized knowledge within a limited part of the research area, and  

Learning activity: The compulsory courses and active seminar participation develop the broad 

knowledge. The courses include both area-specific and more interdisciplinary knowledge. In 

the compulsory courses, requirements for active participation, oral presentations and writing of 

course papers ensure a rigorous examination of the students` progress. Grounded in the 

compulsory courses, the doctoral students' specialized knowledge is then developed through 

the elective courses of the doctoral program, through elective courses at other higher education 

institutions and through reading courses prepared and conducted in consultation with 

supervisors. Above all, specialized knowledge is developed in the dissertation work, 

accompanied by regular supervision, as well as through the doctoral student's participation in 

national and international conferences and symposia. 

 

Ensuring the goal fulfilment: Elective courses and reading courses are examined with a written 

assignment and / or oral presentation. The dissertation is examined at the dissertation defence, 

and examined before that at the third term review, at the 60% and 90% seminars. The 

dissertation is also reviewed at conferences and symposia in which doctoral students participate. 

All are documented in ISP. 

 

Goal 2 

Demonstrate familiarity with research methodology in general and with the specific methods 

of a specialized research area in particular. 

 

 

TEMA GENUS compulsory course package includes a recently introduced new course on 

Writing the PhD – genre, form and evaluation (5 ECTS) in which the students acquire the basic 

necessary tools for starting to write their thesis, an understanding of its nature and form. Other 

obligatory courses are also an InterGender course in Feminist Methodologies: Interdisciplinary 

Practices which is based at TEMA GENUS (7,5+ 7,5 ECTS) and a TEMA course in 

Ontologies, Epistemologies and Methodologies of Interdisciplinary Studies (7,5 ECTS). Both 

are general courses aimed at the shaping of broader knowledge and understanding, yet also in 

several aspects, specific to the field of interdisciplinary gender studies. In addition, doctoral 

students can take other methods courses offered at other TEMA units and at other department 
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of LiU, and specific reading and elective courses are regularly organized to cover the emerging 

needs. In the compulsory Feminist methodologies Course the InterGender structure itself 

presupposes that external and foreign teachers are co-teaching this course introducing their 

specific knowledge in methodologies. This, among other things, to cover the diversity of 

methods that fall within both the humanities and social sciences and other area of gender 

studies. The Ontologies, Epistemologies and Methodologies of Interdisciplinary Studies course 

is a course for all TEMA PhD students that is specifically targeted at teaching them the 

interdisciplinary methods if inquiry.  It is co-taught by representatives of all four temas and 

combines the general part (module 1) with the gender studies specific focus (module 2). Our 

PhD training also includes three obligatory courses corresponding to the three main strands of 

research at TEMA GENUS These courses are Introducing postcolonial and decolonial 

feminisms (10 ECTS), Feminist Technoscience & Bodies (10 ECTS), Gender, Nature, Culture: 

Practicing Feminist Posthumanities (10 ECTS). These courses offer a combination of broad 

knowledge and a more focused in depth specialized field approach. Importantly we require all 

our PhD students to take the three courses defining the main research areas regardless of their 

narrow specialization. We believe this gives the students a broader interdisciplinary and cross-

area perspective. There is one more general course that is open for all LiU students and beyond 

and is obligatory for TEMA GENUS students. It is a PhD course Reimagining the Humanities 

(3+7 ECTS) which addresses the new trends in the humanities, their theoretical and 

methodological insights. For more details see Appendix 1.  

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: examinations within the methodological and theoretical courses as 

well as introductory specialized courses. Methodological and theoretical discussions at 

graduate seminars. 

 

Goals related to skills and abilities 

 

Goal 3 

Demonstrate the ability for scientific analysis and synthesis as well as for independent critical 

examination and assessment of new and complex phenomena, issues and situations, 

 

Learning activity: These abilities are developed through three elements in postgraduate 

education. 

1) Supervision with main and assistant supervisors. The intensity and scope of supervision is 

discussed in the long-term in connection with the annual filling out the ISP, and continuously 

at each supervision occasion. 

2) Doctoral student courses. In addition to compulsory doctoral courses, doctoral students are 

encouraged to apply for other relevant courses at TEMA, LiU and other higher education 

institutions. Doctoral courses and reading courses are examined through course essays where 

the doctoral student's ability to read, analyse and critically discuss research is assessed. 

3) Last but not least comes participation in seminars and conferences both to present one's own 

text and to critically discuss other people's texts. In this sense, seminars and conference 
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participation function as a collective supervision opportunity, where the doctoral student's 

ability to analyse and criticize sources and synthetically summarize them is critically examined 

based on their own texts and in relation to their peers` texts. Doctoral students present a set of 

texts for their third term review and a more substantial coherent text at their 60% and 90% 

seminars, the latter two with special commentators and assessors some of which have been 

traditionally their peers at TEMA GENUS. Doctoral students are expected to actively 

participate in the department's regular seminar activities, including application seminars where 

they learn to formulate research problems in the form of applications.  TEMA GENUS students 

are encouraged to take active part in such writing initiatives when they are organized at TEMA 

level.  Conversely, other colleagues and doctoral students are expected to read and comment on 

doctoral students' texts. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: The TEMA GENUS doctoral program's study plan and the general 

management procedure as well as the individual ISP constitute control instruments and 

protocols of the doctoral student's goal fulfilment. In addition, there are also attendance lists 

regarding seminar participation, course papers with grades and documentation linked to 

conference participation. Texts prior to graduate seminars as well as dissertations are reviewed 

according to the study plan and the Higher Education Ordinance. 

 

Goal 4 

Demonstrate the ability to critically, independently, creatively and scientifically accurately 

identify and formulate issues, plan and conduct adequate research and other qualified tasks 

within given time frames, and review and evaluate such work, 

 

Learning activity: To enable the ability to critical, independent, creative and scientific accuracy 

in identifying and formulating issues as well as to effectively plan and conduct research and 

other qualified assignments, it is the responsibility of doctoral students to present dissertation 

texts through the third term review, 60% and 90% percent seminars. These are progressive 

seminars where the doctoral student must gradually demonstrate an increasingly strong 

methodological and theoretical competence within the framework of the dissertation topic. 

Graduate seminars, where the doctoral students present their dissertation, are supplemented 

with conference participation where the doctoral student is both expected to present and 

comment on texts, as well as through seminar participation, including participation in 

dissertation defences. We consider various forms of seminar participation as very important for 

the doctoral student's development as they train the doctoral student in collegial criticism, 

broaden theoretical, methodological and empirical focus, and balance expertise with intellectual 

rigorousness. A special form of seminars that the doctoral student is also offered to participate 

in are project / program application seminars. The purpose here is for the doctoral student to 

gain insight into the special genre of applications, and to be prepared to participate in joint 

applications as well as the future individual applications. 
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Ensuring the goal fulfilment: The goal fulfilment at graduate seminars is ensured by presenting 

the doctoral student's texts, peer review and supervisor discussion at the third term review, 

seminar, peer review, external commentator, assessment committee and supervisor discussion 

at 60 percent seminars and 90 percent seminars. Seminar participation is ensured through the 

doctoral program's study plan, which establishes attendance at higher seminars, and gives 7.5 

credits for this through the 4 years of training. To ensure that the higher seminar participation 

and attendance is taken properly into account we keep attendance lists for seminar participation. 

Conference participation is ensured through a management scheme for postgraduate education 

which states that doctoral students must participate in - and present work at - at least two 

national or international conferences during their studies. This is ensured by documentation 

linked to the conference participation. This is further ensured in dialogue with supervisors, 

through discussions about the upcoming seminars at staff meetings and through discussions in 

the supervisory board. We strive for an increased involvement of doctoral students as 

commentators and participants at the higher seminars.  

 

Goal 5 

- through their dissertation show an ability to make a significant contribution to the 

development of knowledge area by means of their own research, 

Learning activity: By taking compulsory and elective postgraduate courses, doctoral students 

train their ability to identify knowledge gaps within (see goal 7) and contribute to research in 

gender studies. A gradual development of this ability is ensured through supervisor discussions, 

workshops, seminars, national and international conferences. Doctoral students should present 

their ongoing work at least once a year. In this way, they are prepared to show their contribution 

to knowledge development through presentations of their own research at graduate seminars, 

primarily 60% seminars (alternatively lic.-seminars), 90% seminars and dissertation defences. 

The doctoral students' contributions to the development of knowledge are examined by 

researchers within and outside their area. The doctoral students are stimulated to co-write and 

collaborate with, for example, supervisors or other researchers within and outside the research 

community who can promote their publication. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: The graduate seminars are an obligatory part of the doctoral program 

and are of central importance for the quality of the program. Doctoral students admitted to 

TEMA GENUS doctoral program in gender studies conduct, as stated above, one compulsory 

third term assessment and two graduate seminars, with external examiners taking part. The final 

dissertation is reviewed by the grading committee during the dissertation defence. If the 

doctoral student writes a so-called summary dissertation, the goal fulfilment is ensured by 

publishing articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals. When teamwork is involved, it must be 

possible to clearly distinguish and assess the individual contribution and effort. 

 

Goal 6 
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- demonstrate the ability to present and discuss the results of their research in a coherent and 

confident way in dialogue with the scientific community and society at large, in both national 

and international contexts, orally and in writing, 

Learning activity: The ability is trained in several ways. As stated above the InterGender 

program courses are designed as jointly taught by a variegated international group of lecturers 

and also taken by a diverse group of international students. Some of these courses are obligatory 

for TEMA GENUS PhD students and other InterGender courses are free for them to take 

depending on their interests and availability. This exposes our PhD students to wider 

environments and allows them to make more international contacts, create networks and give 

them an opportunity to present and discuss their research in English. It also facilitates their 

visits abroad and participation in international conferences. The doctoral student must present 

their work at Swedish and international conferences and TEMA GENUS always supports these 

initiatives financially. Participation in international seminars within the doctoral students' 

respective areas of interest is also encouraged. The doctoral students who are part of a specific 

research project (externally funded)  usually participate in the research project's national and 

international seminars. Doctoral students also train their presentation skills in university 

pedagogical courses given at LiU and through teaching in undergraduate programs, both in a 

number of bachelor`s elective courses and in the International masters program in Gender, 

intersectionality and change offered by TEMA GENUS. TEMA GENUS has traditionally 

prioritized developing research in a societally relevant way and making it available to the rest 

of the society. This means that doctoral students in gender studies are encouraged to actively 

share the results of their research with the society and to participate in the public discussions 

and debates with research-based perspectives and knowledge about gender. Here one can 

mention cooperation with social movements, in the form of discussions and workshops, as well 

as various cultural events, exhibitions, film screenings and festivals, etc. We stimulate an 

international exchange in all parts, from stays in our environment to environments abroad, co-

authoring and participation in various international scientific fora, especially in the second half 

of the doctoral training program. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: Participation in seminars and making presentations, giving talks at 

conferences are all documented in the ISP. The students are also encouraged in the form of 

financial assistance and supervisors` support when they carry out the above-mentioned 

activities or take administrative and organizational initiatives in this direction. 

 

Goal 7 

Demonstrate the ability to identify the need for additional knowledge, and 

Learning activity: The PhD student participates in an active research environment with regular 

seminars. They also meet many colleagues through TEMA GENUS large number of guest 

researchers and many international and doctoral students from other Swedish universities who 

participate in InterGender courses and other nationally and internationally open courses such 

as the course on Reimagining the Humanities. At graduate seminars and other occasions where 

the doctoral student  has  a chance to present their work in progress, the doctoral student is 
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trained to develop their reasoning skills and have a better idea of their knowledge scope, 

methodological and theoretical perspectives. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: The third term review and the 60 and 90 percent seminars are graded 

and documented accordingly in ISP. The dissertation defence. 

 

Goal 8 

- demonstrate qualifications for contributing to the development of society and supporting the 

education of other people, both in research and education and in other appropriate professional 

contexts. 

Learning activity: TEMA GENUS doctoral students are strongly recommended to take LiU's 

university pedagogical course The academic learning and may credit themselves with the 

corresponding ECTS points. The cost is covered by the doctoral program. The doctoral students 

also become part of a collective of teachers and are offered teaching at the undergraduate level 

and in the second part of their training, also at the advanced (master) level. The idea is that all 

doctoral students should have good experience of various forms of teaching, including 

supervision of independent student work such as MA thesis. The doctoral student is also 

encouraged by the supervisors to accept offers to participate in public debate and to present 

their ongoing research outside the academy. Doctoral students carry out various in-house 

program activities such as debates, film screenings, artists talks, etc. which contribute to the 

development of the society at large. 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: Examination of a higher education pedagogical course, course 

evaluations. These and other efforts are documented in the proper section of the ISP. 

 

Goals related to judgment and attitude 

 

Goal 9 

Demonstrate intellectual independence and research integrity, as well as the ability to make 

ethical judgement in conducting research, and 

Learning activity: TEMA GENUS is a unit that conducts interdisciplinary research in the field 

of gender studies which are by definition extremely sensitive to ethical issues. Therefore, 

research ethics issues, both in methodological and theoretical terms, are central to all activities 

of TEMA GENUS. Research integrity and ethics are consequently obvious elements in all 

teaching and seminar activities at TEMA GENUS. Ethical issues are continuously discussed in 

the regular higher seminar activities, in which TEMA GENUS and invited researchers take part. 

More specifically, research integrity and ethics are discussed in the obligatory courses on 

feminist methodologies and theories and in other more specific courses regularly available for 

TEMA GENUS PhD students both in LiU and outside. All research projects that contain the 

handling of personal data require research ethics approval that the doctoral student works 

through together with their supervisors.  
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Ensuring goal fulfilment: Examination of the thesis before and during its preparation, 

examination of seminar texts and examination assignments for various ethics-centered courses 

in the course of the doctoral education.  

 

Goal 10 

Demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the possibilities and limitations of research, its role 

in the society and people's responsibility for how it is used. 

Learning activities: Through the higher seminars, critical discussions are held about the 

possibilities and limitations of research. Within the framework of the entire range of courses, 

but especially in theoretical and methodological courses, critical questions are raised 

concerning the role of research in the society, reflections on the importance of the researcher's 

role and how research results can and should be used. 

Conducting critical research means constantly reflecting on how research can affect and initiate 

social change and how society affects the development of research. This type of reflection and 

self-reflection permeates the researchers' pedagogical work in general, and supervision work 

with doctoral students in particular. By the nature of gender studies as a socially oriented area 

of research that originated with a drive to make positive changes in the society, our doctoral 

students are from the start sensitive to issues of the societal role of research. Moreover, they 

take their own initiatives in discussing these issues, formally and informally, e.g. through lunch 

seminars, through internal reading circles, etc. (inside and outside TEMA GENUS), where 

current issues related to the relationship between academia and society are discussed. 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: Examination of the courses. Continuous discussion of the issues in 

question at TEMA GENUS Higher Seminar series. Encouragement in the form of financial 

assistance when available and supervisor support when doctoral students take their own 

initiatives in this direction.  

 

Degree goals for the licentiate degree 

 

Goals related to knowledge and understanding 

 

Goal 1 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the research area as well as up-to-date 

specialized knowledge within a limited part of the research area, as well as in-depth knowledge 

of scientific methodology in general and the methods of the specific research area in particular. 

 

TEMA GENUS strives to offer doctoral degrees. However, it is possible to take a licentiate 

degree as well. Goals, learning activities and ensuring the fulfilment of goals are largely the 

same for licentiate students as for doctoral students, with an important exception that the 

licentiate degree means fewer graduate seminars and is examined at a final seminar. The course 

program follows the study plan approved by the faculty for the doctoral program in gender 

studies. A seminar will be held during the first year, corresponding to the third term review. 
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The licentiate degree also requires a special licentiate seminar, where the research work is 

presented and discussed. Additional text seminars should be arranged when needed. 

The licentiate education is designed in accordance with the study plan, management procedure 

and ISP to include key elements of what has been reported above. The licentiate must 

demonstrate knowledge and understanding within the research area, including the up-to-date 

specialized knowledge within a limited part of the gender studies area, as well as in-depth 

knowledge of research methodology in general and the methods of the specific research area in 

particular. See above under Degree goals for doctoral degrees, Goals 1 and 2. 

 

Goals related to skills and abilities 

 

Goal 2 

Demonstrate the ability to critically, independently, creatively and scientifically accurately 

identify and formulate the issues in question, to plan and carry out in a methodologically sound 

way limited research work and other necessary tasks within given time frames and thereby 

contribute to the development of knowledge and to be able to critically evaluate this work, 

For Learning activity and Ensuring goal fulfilment, see above under Degree goals for doctoral 

degrees, goals 3, 4 and 5. 

 

Goal 3 

- demonstrate the ability to clearly present and discuss the results of their research in dialogue 

with the scientific community and society at large in both national and international contexts, 

and 

Learning activity. Within the framework of education at the licentiate level, learning activities 

corresponding to Goal 6 for postgraduate education apply, but with a different scope. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment is the same as for the doctoral degree. 

 

Goal 4 

- demonstrate the skills required to do independent research and work independently in other 

corresponding activities. 

Learning activity: See above under goal 1. Focus on independent work in other corresponding 

activities than research is met through supervision, is then specifically designed for the 

licentiate in question, and is documented in the ISP. 

 

Ensuring goal fulfilment: At licentiate seminars, commentators and members of the assessment 

group are appointed in accordance with the procedure that applies to 60% seminars at the 

doctoral student level. The individual study plan documents the focus of the work. 

 

Goals related to judgment and approach 

 

Goal 5 
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- demonstrate the ability to make ethical judgements in conducting their research, 

 

See above under Degree objectives for doctoral degrees, Goal 9. 

 

Goal 6 

Demonstrate insight into the possibilities and limitations of research, its role in society and the 

researchers` responsibility for how it is used, and 

See above under Degree goals for doctoral degrees, goal 10. 

 

Goal 7 

- show the ability to identify their need for additional knowledge and to take responsibility for 

their own knowledge development. 

See above under Degree goals for doctoral degrees, goal 5 and goal 7. 

 

What learning activities are given in the course of training for each degree goal? 

Learning activities for each degree goal are listed under the goals above.  

 

How is goal fulfilment ensured? Ensuring goal fulfilment can take place through various 

examining elements up to the dissertation defence. 

 

Methods for securing the respective degree goals are specified under the goals above. 

 

In what way are the individual study plans (ISPs) used to document goal fulfilment of various 

goals? Are there other tools? 

 

The ISP is the main tool that documents the process of PhD training and binds the relations 

between the doctoral student and the supervisor, with emphasis on planning (long-term as well 

as short-term), follow-up and documentation. The ISP functions in this way as a basis for 

following up and checking whether the work has taken place in accordance with the plan and 

therefore also provides support in carrying out research and other tasks within the given time 

frames (see degree goal 4). The documentation provides a clear overview and support for the 

doctoral student to document that the degree goals have been met, but also for the supervisor to 

follow these up during the supervision process. In addition to information about various courses 

and thesis work, the ISP template also requests information about research ethics approval and 

documentation of participation in conferences and seminars, as well as other presentations and 

activities. Some documentation about the doctoral students' progression is also made in the 

supervisors` board meetings, where we jointly follow up completed courses, participation in 

conferences and other such activities. 

 

How is the quality assured through the working process with the ISP? (ISP is updated every 

year, who makes the assessment of how different activities contribute to the goal fulfilment, 

etc.). 
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The ISP is updated at least every year. The doctoral student and the main supervisor usually fill 

in jointly in the ISP and it is also mainly the main supervisor who assesses how planned and 

implemented activities contribute to the goal fulfilment. ISP is signed by the doctoral student, 

the main supervisor, the co-supervisor and FUÄ. Through the ISP, the FUÄ can detect 

deviations from the original schedule and check the fulfilment of goals. These are reported to 

the faculty and followed up in the supervisors` board. All ISPs are then submitted to the 

responsible PhD studies coordinator for signing by the head of department and archiving. 

Individual Study Plan can also form a basis in the employee interviews as a way to more clearly 

anchor the ISP as a “living” document for the doctoral student and as part of creating and 

maintaining a sustainable work situation for the PhD student. How this is done is currently 

determined by the doctoral students in dialogue with the supervisor. 

 

Summary of development areas regarding ensuring fulfilment of goals - weaknesses to 

improve, strengths to develop 

 

A continuous area of development at TEMA GENUS is ensuring that each individual doctoral 

student completes their dissertation within the given time frames. Currently we have 90 course 

credits (82,5 credits excluding higher seminar participation) for doctoral degrees according to 

the study plan. This is higher than in other areas and disciplines but we find it important to give 

our PhD students the most up-to-date and comprehensive knowledge in gender studies as an 

important tool for their professional development and this can only be done through a vast and 

in-depth course work.  

An important area of development to ensure an even better goal fulfilment may be to use the 

ISP to a greater extent in the employee interviews with doctoral students. It can be valuable for 

the doctoral student to discuss planning and follow-up, and hence, their goal fulfilment, with 

someone other than their immediate supervisor. This does not mean that the head of the unit 

needs to go through the ISP, but that the doctoral student has the ISP up to date before the 

employee interview and can discuss goal fulfilment and any deviations, but also teaching, 

courses as well as participation in conferences and other activities. 

 

3.3. Gender equality perspective 

How is a gender equality perspective integrated / taken into account in the content, design and 

implementation of the education (for example with regard to any opportunities and challenges 

identified regarding the composition of the doctoral student group and the supervisory board 

and how these have been handled)? 

At Gender Studies Unit gender equality is constantly in the center of attention by default both 

in research, education, in interactions between the colleagues and in the principles of 

representation. Moreover, since we are more informed on issues of gender and sexuality by the 

nature of our discipline, for TEMA GENUS it will not be enough to just be content with a 

binary gender division and representation. We take into account the LGBTQ and trans identities 

and representations. In 2016-2017 we have had meetings devoted specifically to the use of 
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names and pronouns at TEMA GENUS and we respect our PhD students´ choice of names and 

pronouns.   

TEMA GENUS situation in gender equality issues is different from many other environments 

where women are still underrepresented as a gender. In our case men are the underrepresented 

gender. Since at gender studies units, women are often overrepresented as researchers, teachers 

and PhD students, we are very careful and thoughtful in our PhD hiring principles to follow the 

gender equality perspective and whenever it is possible to actually include the underrepresented 

genders provided the applicants are of the same qualifications. As for supervision, at the 

moment, all available supervisors at TEMA GENUS are women. However, we make sure that 

assistant supervisors invited from other LiU departments or from outside LiU are of other 

genders as well, if their expertise matches the required needs. The upcoming employment of 

the new professor at TEMA GENUS may further ensure the gender balance and gender 

equality. This current gender profile is also heavily influenced by the fact that gender studies is 

generally a discipline in which there are more women than men and more women applicants 

for the PhD programs. So, a certain bias in favour of women is related to the specificity of the 

discipline.  

The question of how a gender equality perspective is integrated in the content and design of the 

ducation at TEMA G does not make sense as the discipline we are teaching and studying  is 

focused on and centred around gender equality as the core topic, value and methodological 

approach of gender studies. Therefore, any and every of our courses deals with gender equality 

at all levels and all the time.  

How does the follow-up take place to ensure that a gender equality perspective is integrated 

and anchored in the content, implementation and design of the education and that the follow-

up promotes gender equality? 

Specific follow-up that ensures a gender equality perspective with a unique TEMA GENUS 

twist of needing to involve more men as well as people of non-binary genders as PhD students, 

supervisors and colleagues, guest researchers and speakers, currently takes place in the ongoing 

collegial discussions, where a conscious and nuanced and complex gender equality perspective 

is taken for granted. Such discussions have been also brought up on several occasions during 

our staff meetings and sporadically at the Board of Supervisors` meetings.  

  

In what other contexts is gender equality taken into account in postgraduate education? (It 

can, for example, be about a conscious dialogue in connection with the planning of the 

education structure and in teaching. It can also be about a gender equality perspective being 

taken when choosing course literature as well as teacher supervisors and external lecturers). 

 

All doctoral courses included in our doctoral program are on gender studies and therefore by 

definition they include literature with a strong and clear gender perspective. All our researchers, 

supervisors and doctoral students use a gender perspective in their research either as the main 

topic or as a methodological and theoretical and ethical lens or both.  In the case of our 

environment, we are more likely to discuss the under-representations of certain texts and 

marginalized perspectives within gender studies that we strive to correct and balance in our 
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education and research (e.g. LGBTQ and trans perspectives, racial and religious intersections 

with gender). Therefore, we encourage doctoral students to take interest in these specific under-

represented gender perspectives in their research. They can also learn more about these 

marginalized aspects of gender studies via InterGender courses many of which deal with under-

represented and not quite established strands of gender research (e.g. a recent Queer death 

studies course).  

 

How are other equal conditions aspects (in addition to gender equality) integrated / taken 

into account in postgraduate education? How do they affect the design and 

implementation of the education? 

Other prominent aspects of equal conditions are race and ethnicity, class, religion, language, 

migratism, geopolitical positioning, and other such aspects of intersectionality, which are 

already present to different extents in TEMA GENUS research and undergraduate and PhD 

education. Intersectionality remains the main lens of both research and education at TEMA 

GENUS. And many of our PhD students apply intersectional models of inquiry as their key 

methods. Yet there is room for a more rigorous engagement with these additional aspects of 

equality, particularly race and ethnicity, migrations, and language. As many of our PhD students 

are foreigners we make sure that the courses we offer are in English. This is one way of ensuring 

equal opportunity. Certainly, there is room for improvement here as there are still areas, 

processes and discussions in which Swedish is the predominant language and foreign students 

may feel excluded. We try to both encourage them to take Swedish language courses and make 

sure we can still provide them with necessary information in English when needed. Most of the 

foreign students do take Swedish language courses at TEMA G. That is why this report is also 

done in English to make sure every PhD student at TEMA GENUS has access to the main 

discussions and results.  Foreign PhD students can also apply for an extension of their PhD 

training for the reason of taking intensive Swedish courses. Currently there is one such case at 

the unit which is being considered by FUK.   

These issues could also be more systematically addressed in TEMA GENUS seminars, 

discussions and debates. In 2020 we had an internal TEMA GENUS seminar focusing on issues 

of race and ethnicity in teaching undergraduate courses in which our PhD students took a very 

active part.   We are planning to have more of such events and discussions in the future which 

will allow to understand equality and diversity in a more complex, dynamic and nuanced way. 

Within current legislation and regulations, we also work for diversity in terms of people with a 

foreign background as doctoral students and teachers, and in terms of theoretical and 

methodological perspectives. We believe that TEMA GENUS largely fulfils its ambitions for 

gender equality and diversity in the areas of representation among the employees and in 

education process, and thereby ensures a high scientific quality in doctoral education and 

research. Yet we only partially fulfil our ambitions for other aspects of equality – mainly, more 

specific areas within gender such as LGBTQ and trans issues and also other aspects of diversity 

and difference such as race and ethnicity, religion, language, and migration. 
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Summary of development areas regarding gender equality / equal conditions - weaknesses 

to improve, strengths to develop 

In the field of gender studies, there is clearly significant research on gender and 

intersectionality. At TEMA GENUS most of the researchers and doctoral students focus 

primarily on different aspects of gender and intersectionality in their research. All of our 

obligatory and elective doctoral courses as well as courses in the InterGender program focus on 

various aspects of gender studies – from theories and methodologies to thematic clusters and 

larger strands. As in Gender Studies in general at TEMA GENUS men are the underrepresented 

gender as researchers, teachers and PhD students. Therefore, our efforts are the opposite of 

many other environments, as we strive to hire more men and people of non-binary genders 

when possible, provided the applicants have the same qualifications. This refers to both PhD 

students and more senior colleagues.  At the moment all professors and all principle supervisors 

at TEMA GENUS are women. Yet we have 1 man as an assistant supervisor from a different 

TEMA and we have currently 2 PhD students who are men and 2 PhD students who are non-

binary. The ongoing recruitment of a new professor at TEMA GENUS may further balance the 

situation with gender equality. The supervisors board currently consists of 10 people, of which 

9 are women and 1 is a man. All 6 who are employed at TEMA GENUS which is a requirement 

for the main supervisor, are women. This gender profile is largely a result of the gender studies 

being generally a discipline with womens` overrepresentation at all levels. 

However, there are other important aspects of equality that are in need of addressing more 

rigorously and consciously and in need of improving in TEMA GENUS PhD education in the 

coming years. They are race and ethnicity, religion, language, migration and also more nuanced 

internal aspects of gender studies such as LGBTQ and trans aspects, masculinity studies, etc. 

that are currently a bit underrepresented in our research and teaching in TEMA GENUS PhD 

program. These issues of diversity and equality should be more broadly present in our 

curriculum, in the course offerings, in TEMA GENUS seminars, discussions and debates so 

that our PhD students can learn to understand equality and diversity in a more complex and 

nuanced way. For that it might be a good idea to come up with a coherent LGBTQ and 

trans/race/religion/migration/language equality strategy based on a careful critical analysis of 

the main tendencies described above and ensuring that our doctoral education at TEMA 

GENUS becomes more equal. We consider this an important area for future development.  

 

3.4 Follow-up, measures and feedback 

How does the education work with the doctoral students' progression within the 

framework of the education (for example as it is expressed in the individual study plan)? 

At the TEMA GENUS level, the doctoral students' progression is monitored by requiring them 

to regularly present their ongoing work within the framework of work in progress and graduate 

seminar activities. Doctoral students are encouraged to present texts on an ongoing basis (for 

example, chapters or draft articles) at TEMA GENUS work in progress seminars where all 

colleagues are invited to comment and give feedback to the students. Both teaching teams and 

other doctoral students actively participate in these seminars. The third term review is another 

important chance for the PhD students to get feedback from the reviewer outside of their 
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immediate supervision team. At the 60 and 90 % graduate seminars, the doctoral student's work 

is reviewed by an external commentator and a group of readers who also assess the general 

progress and provide recommendations for further work. The comments are followed up by the 

doctoral student together with the main supervisor. 

There is also continuous individual supervision regarding each step in the design of the 

dissertation project, such as research design, data collection, ethical approval (where 

applicable), analysis and writing. In addition to the main supervisor and assistant supervisor, 

we hire more “consultative” supervision on specific sections of the dissertations, or in the final 

phase of the dissertation work. This is to help the doctoral student achieve their goals and their 

own and the dissertation's potential. A central element in making sure that the doctoral students 

demonstrate a steady progress in their work is TEMA GENUS established seminar culture in 

combination with the various formalized stages in the dissertation.  

 

How does the education process follow up any deviations in the doctoral training in 

relation to each doctoral student's planning? 

All supervisors at the department meet approximately three-four times per semester at the 

supervisors` board meeting. Here, each doctoral student's current situation in relation to 

established plans and previous ISPs is discussed. Deviations are noted, discussed and measures 

are proposed. Through the continuous supervisor meetings, all supervisors have a good insight 

into the situation of all doctoral students and how they stand in relation to established goals. If 

a doctoral student turns out to deviate from the established plan, the supervisor can raise the 

issue in the supervisors` board to get advice and take part in other supervisors' experiences with 

the goal of handling the situation quickly and efficiently. The measures can be related to which 

assignments in addition to the dissertation work the doctoral student undertakes, but also about 

a more detailed time planning with more frequent deadlines. Furthermore, it can be about 

measures aimed at stress-related problems, for example conversations with the head of the unit, 

FUÄ or HR. These conversations are sometimes initiated by the doctoral students themselves, 

sometimes by supervisors and can lead to referral to Feelgood. 

Additionally, our PhD students commented that they would like to be better informed on the 

work of the health system, the mechanisms of obtaining a sick leave, holiday, friskvård and 

other such issues. We will make sure that this information is even more easily available and it 

is clear who to address with these issues when necessary.   

 

How does the education work systematically with follow-up of design and implementation 

in order to ensure the fulfilment of goals? This may, for example, be about ensuring that 

the doctoral courses offered to the doctoral student are of high quality and correspond to 

the general and individual study plan. 

 

The systematic follow-up of the design and implementation of the doctoral program takes place 

above all at the meetings of the Board of Supervisors, which meet at least three times per 

semester. On these occasions, completed and planned courses, evaluations for these courses 

and the progress and needs of the individual doctoral students are discussed. These meetings 
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are often long and detailed. It also addresses other issues related to follow-up and 

implementation, such as the situation of guest doctoral students, planned initiatives in 

everything from workshops to ethical approval.  

Follow-up of each course offered takes place in the form of evaluations, which, if there are 

reasons, form the basis for discussions in the supervisory board. Within the supervisory board, 

the planned course offer is also reconciled with the general study plan as well as with the 

doctoral student's individual study plans. 

In general, through the renewed template for individual study plans, which has the degree 

objectives clearly stated, it is easy to follow up the way the student fulfils various degree goals. 

Via the ISPs, TEMA GENUS supervisors work together with each doctoral student with a 

documentation of the degree goals and planning of learning activities that facilitate the 

fulfilment of these goals. 

 

How does the education ensure that there are conditions for the doctoral students to 

complete their doctoral training within the planned time? (Use, for example, key figures 

that describe time for the exam). 

The doctoral student's time planning is managed through follow-up of the ISP and presentation 

of dissertation drafts at the third term review, 60% and 90% seminars, as well as not least a 

reporting of departmental service and activity level. Other elements include the composition of 

the course offerings, well-thought-out supervisor and assistant supervisor choices, the seminar 

culture, the use of external opponents and commentators, continuous supervisor meetings, etc. 

TEMA GENUS regular course offerings are designed in accordance with the three areas of 

research and the interests and specializations of the doctoral students` cohorts or smaller groups 

that are hired each year. If necessary and desired, reading courses tailored to specific students 

are also developed and offered. Doctoral students are also encouraged to take part in the range 

of courses at other TEMAS, at other department of LiU, and other higher education institutions. 

The question of time is also about the doctoral students' departmental service. Most of TEMA 

GENUS doctoral students choose to supplement the doctoral program with departmental 

service in the form of teaching and higher seminar coordination responsibilities, as well as other 

administrative tasks such as helping to organize a major conference, for up to a total of one 

year. Essentially, the departmental service is positive for the doctoral students and their research 

as it gives them an opportunity to teach courses related to their doctoral projects and be 

responsible for the seminar activities, as well as have an idea of the unit`s main strands and 

developments at large, which facilitates and contextualizes their understanding of their own 

research and gives them necessary pedagogical skills for the future. However, it is always 

important to balance teaching tasks with the writing of the thesis and make sure the students 

have enough time to concentrate on their research. This is an issue that we discuss at the 

supervisors` board meeting and in the individual supervision sessions with the doctoral student. 

It also emphasizes the relationship between departmental service, compulsory courses, and 

research time so that the distribution between these is balanced and feasible for the student. 

TEMA GENUS doctoral students have generally completed their doctoral studies within the 

framework of their employment. Deviations from the ISP occur and are most often due to sick 
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leave. Currently we have one student that falls into this category. Previously there was also one 

student who decided to withdraw from their PhD studies halfway. These are important issues 

that we discuss at the supervisors` board meetings and in connection with determining the 

grounds for referring the individual PhD students to the Feelgood support.  

During Covid crisis issues of physical and psychological comfort of our PhD students have 

come forward with great force.  We have tried to do everything we can to accommodate their 

needs. In their report TEMA GENUS PhD students have pointed out as our strength as an 

environment the ability to be flexible in ensuring a positive working environment. For some 

students it is difficult to arrange a functioning workplace at home, and then it is important that 

individual solution has been made possible, e.g. by finding ways to allow time in the office. 

Furthermore, it has been important that one’s concerns have been heard, even if it isn’t always 

possible to find solutions. In terms of ergonomics, it would have been valuable to have easier 

access to proper chairs also at the office solution at home. Furthermore, flexibility is crucial in 

allowing for individual solutions when it comes to deadlines and planning course work, so that 

it can be possible to combine all the different work and course commitments. TEMA GENUS 

has done its best to stay flexible in this regard and will continue to do so. 

 

Summary of development areas regarding follow-up, measures and feedback - 

weaknesses to improve, strengths to develop 

TEMA GENUS continuously monitors initiatives at the faculty level to offer a support structure 

for doctoral students' thesis work and encourages doctoral students to utilize various resources 

offered at the faculty level, both in terms of stress management or more dissertation-oriented 

courses, including academic writing in English. 

In terms of research quality, TEMA GENUS offers a series of high-quality, internationally 

competitive seminars and a group of highly qualified researchers as main and assistant 

supervisors. InterGender program courses are also of a very high scientific quality. The main 

obligatory courses designed for our PhD students are planned and carried out by the 

department's most merited and experienced teachers (the main three courses are taught by our 

three professors), and gradually younger researchers also contribute to the course offerings. The 

main supervisor is responsible for the quality of the individual reading courses. The main 

supervisor discusses and approves the need for external courses for the doctoral students. 

Courses are evaluated continuously but in the future we need to even better structure the process 

of PhD courses evaluation (similarly to how it is done with BA and MA courses) to ensure we 

have a continuous feedback from the students and take their opinion into account. One 

suggestion is to present the results of each course at the supervisors` meeting together with the 

evaluations and students` feedback, discuss collegially what needs to be improved and share 

this information with the PhD students. To make this possible it is a good idea to put more 

effort into the systematization of course evaluations and collect all course evaluations from 

different years into a special folder in the collaborative space Sharepoint for other teachers and 

prospective teachers and FUÄ to have access to. An important question is that the doctoral 

program should not only be scientifically of a high-quality, but also effective and feasible in its 

design and implementation.  
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The range of courses we offer is of an internationally high standard as it often attracts doctoral 

students from many different countries. Additionally, we regularly invite guest researchers and 

professors who contribute to the advanced level of the academic discussions at the unit. When 

it comes to the scientific level, it is difficult to point to the need for development. However, 

there is room for improvement in the field of time planning and progress. We could strengthen 

the research environment by introducing more concrete elements of time planning, academic 

writing, and organizing more presentations between the compulsory seminars. In 2019 we have 

started doing this by introducing a special introductory course on what is a PhD. The course on 

Ontologies, epistemologies and methodologies of interdisciplinarity offered at TEMA level is 

also very helpful in clarifying the basic elements of interdisciplinary environments for the PhD 

students such as writing a thesis, publishing an article, working with peer reviews, applying for 

grants, etc. Perhaps in the future we need to develop these elements even more and not 

necessarily in the form of full courses. We can also invite specific speakers addressing structural 

and practical issues of thesis writing for our seminar or staff meetings. There may also be a 

need for doctoral students to create a joint interdisciplinary seminar, where they can discuss 

their texts more often. 

An identified area of development is that we need to get a more comprehensive picture of how 

each individual doctoral course was received and developed.  There is room to clarify how we 

use evaluations and opinions from doctoral students who have completed a course. Moreover, 

the PhD students have also pointed out the necessity of a more rigorous evaluation system in 

their discussion. They stressed that more attention should be given to the conditions and 

opportunity for giving feedback on courses, and for following up what feedback leads to. The 

students would like the course evaluations to be less informal, and they would like the course 

participants to be informed about what course organizers take with them from the evaluations. 

It is important that one’s experiences and opinions aren’t only documented for the sake of 

documentation, but that they are also taken into account, so that sharing them is worthwhile. 

Whereas open discussion can yield certain kinds of valuable feedback, there could be a value 

in also having the chance to give anonymous feedback in a more structured fashion.   

 

4 Assessment area: Doctoral student perspective 

In preparation of this part of the report we made sure that the dialogue with TEMA GENUS 

PhD students was handled with utmost care and transparency and they could easily and honestly 

share their concerns should there be any. To ensure that senior coordinator Björn Pernrud rather 

than FUÄ organized two meetings with the PhD students at which they voiced their opinions 

and answered the suggested questions.  

 

In what way and in what contexts (at different levels in the organization such as 

department and department) are the doctoral students given the opportunity to exercise 

influence concerning preparation and decisions in matters related the education? 

According to what principles are these assignments distributed to doctoral students in the 

environment? 
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TEMA GENUS PhD students are represented directly at staff meetings, at teachers` meetings, 

in the TEMA Department Board, and at FUK (Forskarutbildningskommitté) meetings. TEMA 

GENUS PhD students are also represented directly or indirectly in other boards and fora, 

through student union representatives. The PhD students also participate as individuals in 

decision-making through shared responsibilities in coordinating courses and seminars, and in 

other tasks. In these cases, involvement depends on other coordinators, supervisors and director 

of studies. TEMA GENUS encourages PhD students’ involvement in teaching and MA thesis 

supervising, and PhD students have generally been able to fill their 20% 

institutionstjänstgöring. Administrative tasks are distributed according to students` inclinations 

and skills, teaching and MA supervision tasks are normally offered in the areas closely linked 

to the PhD students` dissertations and related expertise. Before deciding on how to distribute 

these tasks we discuss the distribution at the supervisors` board meetings and always try to 

ensure the equal distribution of tasks. 

One obvious improvement here could be holding regular (every semester or more often) 

meetings of PhD students, head of the unit and FUÄ to make sure all the arising problems and 

concerns are properly addressed and there is a special space for the PhD students to bring up 

these issues.  

In the course of this internal evaluation one concern of Tema Genus PhD students which 

became very apparent was the affect COVID-19 was going to have on their PhD education. 

While we don’t see this as a situation directly related to the present evaluation, it is worth 

mentioning that these concerns have been addressed and that defined structures are now in place 

through the Tema FUK to open for potential extensions at the end of the PhD period for students 

whose work has been negatively affected. 

 

How does the education work to collect, compile and also return to the doctoral students 

their views on the education (for example course evaluations and the doctoral student 

survey)? 

As stated in the previous sections TEMA G PhD students are continuously asked to submit 

course evaluations for all courses we teach and the results are discussed and taken into account, 

as well as reported in the next teaching of these courses. The doctoral students will be also 

taking part in the planned TEMA GENUS PhD students survey in the fall of 2021.  In 

preparation for this report and for the upcoming survey 2 meetings were already held with the 

PhD students where the main problems and issues were identified. As stated above we are also 

planning to organize regular PhD students meetings with the head of the unit and the FUÄ as 

an additional specific forum targeted for their needs.  

At TEMA GENUS we make sure to welcome our new PhD students with an informative and 

warm introduction to the PhD program at which they meet with the head of the unit, the FUÄ, 

their supervisors and other PhD students. In 2020 most of it happened online due to Covid.   

Yet, according to the evaluations the latest cohort of PhD students hired in 2020 still 

experienced the start of their training at TEMA GENUS research environment as welcoming 

and supportive. 
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Most of our PhD students are interested in developing their skills in teaching alongside their 

doctoral studies. The competence and interests of each doctoral student is usually matched with 

the available teaching as close as possible. The main teaching assignments come from our MA 

studies program and the BA elective courses we offer.  However, doctoral students are also 

encouraged to teach other subjects in other TEMAs and other departments of LiU. Some of 

them (especially those who can teach in Swedish) get teaching assignments outside LiU which 

also allows PhD students to get more teaching experience and broaden their field of 

competence. These issues are discussed during an annual individual employee and career 

counseling meeting (Karriärsamtal) and planeringssamtal conducted at TEMA GENUS. We 

always do our best to provide teaching assignments to doctoral students, but it depends on 

availability of tasks and the students` competences. Decisions on distribution of teaching tasks 

are taken collegially and we inform doctoral students about it from the start. 

PhD students are obliged to attend a number of obligatory courses (see appendices 1). In 

addition, they are encouraged to take elective courses related to their research interests outside 

TEMA GENUS. InterGender courses are another great opportunity to meet with interesting 

scholars from other environments, and enter into networks with other PhD students from 

Swedish and foreign universities.  

Through representation in various Boards and fora TEMA GENUS PhD students have been 

involved in shaping their curriculum. But there is still room for improvement in this area. In the 

future we would like to ask PhD students to more actively propose topics and courses, based 

on their needs and interests. The current TEMA GENUS PhD students have said that they 

would like to be more involved in the design and planning of courses, and to be able to do it 

not only after the course is over (via the course evaluations), but also in the planning stage. This 

would ensure that the courses fit their research interests and needs.  

Moreover, they have also volunteered to collaboratively explore the connections between the 

existing different TEMA G courses, perspectives and paradigms to further the cohesion content-

wise at TEMA G. 

 

How does the education work to ensure a good physical and psychosocial work 

environment? 

This happens, among other possibilities, through employee and career counseling meetings 

conducted at TEMA and, also during individual supervision. TEMA GENUS PhD students 

have had a mixed experience in points of stress and anxiety, and in points of their opinion of 

what an adequate support for these concerns should be. Covid restrictions and the need to work 

from home have added to stress and physical discomfort for some students. We have tried to 

do our best to support their needs and demands. Students with stress and psychological issues 

were referred several times to specific facilities and services related to psycho-social and 

physical wellbeing that are available to LiU staff. However, the existence of these options 

should be regularly communicated to the PhD students and they should be encouraged even 

more to contact them if and when necessary. 

PhD students, including visiting PhD students, are placed in adjacent offices in TEMA building 

and have shared space which they frequently use (or have used until Covid restrictions came 
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into force) for discussions and mingling. This practice is very good for maintaining a healthy 

work environment. The PhD students also frequently interact with their supervisors and other 

researchers and teachers at TEMA GENUS attending higher seminars, taking the courses, being 

engaged in supervision sessions, and also at various informal meetings and occasions. These 

activities are crucial for supporting a healthy social work environment informed by a caring 

attitude and ensuring a sense of belonging as important aspects of a working environment that 

supports quality of research training. As our PhD students point out, during the Covid-19-

pandemic informal opportunities to talk and socialize have been difficult to achieve, as zoom-

fikas and online meetings cannot really replace or recreate the spontaneity and informality of 

face-to-face meetings. They have stressed that more work should be done on adjusting to the 

zoom-teaching mode, which is a learning process for all of us. For example, we should stress 

the importance of making breaks during digital meetings as much as possible. 

Increasingly the PhD students experience stress not only because they are concerned about 

finishing their thesis work on time but also because of the precarity of their job situation 

afterwards, the fact that their future is uncertain. Although we are not able to fix this, we 

constantly try to support PhD candidates, particularly in their last stages in making this future 

less unpredictable, for instance, through inviting them to take part in specifically arranged 

research application seminars, to collaborate in various research networks and projects and to 

teach. 

 

How does the education work with following up and feedbacking any measures regarding 

the psychosocial work environment to the students and the postgraduate education 

environment? 

 

Employee and career counseling interviews are conducted at the department and also these 

issues are touched upon during individual supervision. Surveys on well-being are conducted 

annually at the university level and their results and measures that need to be taken are discussed 

at staff meetings. 

 

Summary of development areas regarding doctoral students' perspectives - weaknesses to 

remedy, strengths to develop 

Besides the suggestions for development provided in the previous answers, the PhD students 

also offered the following comments: 

The students would like to be better informed on the full extent of their rights and obligations 

to increase their chances to influence their PhD education, its content and organization, to make 

demands and to participate fully.  

They also pointed out that even if the unit takes care to be inclusive when it comes to language. 

Still most information, decisions, policies, and meetings at the faculty and university level are 

being available mostly in Swedish and therefore are less accommodating in this regard. It was 

discussed if there could be some kind of PhD education hub, or portal at the web, to guide 

through the information, and all the disparate sources of information.  Language issues are also 

a hindrance to being able to influence one`s research education. If discussions and decisions 
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happen in meetings that excludes non-Swedish speakers, there are also perspectives that are 

excluded from the decision-making process.  

Besides language issues, there are other hindrances to PhD students having influence over their 

research education that TEMA GENUS PhD students pointed out. Often PhD students are 

invited to have a say late in the process, and every so often it is others who get to voice PhD 

students’ concerns, without really giving PhD students themselves a voice. TEMA GENUS 

PhD students stressed that even if there is a sense of being welcome to influence and take part 

in the organization of the working situation and PhD education, the practical conditions aren’t 

perhaps there to always make this possible. Further the students suggested that they would like 

to have a separate meeting geared for their issues and make discussions of the quality of PhD 

training a regular routine.  

As stated above, we suggest to have regular meetings every semester or more often with PhD 

students, head of the unit and FUÄ specifically targeted for their needs and concerns. We stress 

the importance of having this meeting together with the head of the unit and the FUÄ as they 

can answer more difficult questions that refer to both intersecting functions of the PhD students 

at TEMA GENUS – as students and as staff that the doctoral students are not always able to 

easily figure out.  

The PhD students also commented that the new FUK – FUS – FUÄ structure need to be 

developed further, as there still aren’t any clear routines or channels to include the PhD students 

in the structure.  

 

5 Assessment area: Working life and collaboration 

 

In what ways does the education prepare the doctoral students for a changing working 

life both (a) within and outside the academy and (b) within Sweden and abroad? 

As shown above, the doctoral program in gender studies at TEMA GENUS is interdisciplinary 

in its nature and combines breadth with depth. It is broad in the way it covers a large range of 

courses that represent quite different and diverse fields of research within gender studies, as 

well as a number of other learning activities in the form of workshops and seminars, 

participation in project applications, and teaching in a broader field in the social sciences and 

the humanities. At the same time the training program offers an in-depth insight into the special 

areas of research connected with the student`s dissertation and specific seminars related to their 

area of interests. The breadth of the postgraduate education makes doctoral students well 

prepared for their working life outside the academy, at various administrative positions at 

municipal, regional, national or international levels as well as in different NGOs and in business 

sector. The depth and breadth of the doctoral training make the doctoral students well prepared 

for working life within the academy, as teachers and researchers. The nature of the postgraduate 

subject of gender studies means that there is a great societal demand for the cutting-edge 

competence that TEMA GENUS provides its doctoral students with. 

Because the doctoral cohorts are getting smaller, it is difficult to draw general conclusions about 

career paths and future tasks, but it is interesting to note that of 15 doctoral students who have 

defended their dissertations since 2011,  9 are permanent employees in positions in the academy 
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at different universities in Sweden (LiU, Örebro U, Södertron U, Stockhom U, Karlstad U,  

Uppsala University) and abroad, including very prestigious positions at SOAS University of 

London, Utrecht University, and the rest have non-permanent positions in the academy as 

researchers, postdocs and also freelances.  

 

The doctoral program prepares for working life in Sweden and abroad through its international 

character. The working languages are both English and Swedish, with a predominance of 

English in academic contexts. The organization of the doctorate program calls for at least one 

stay abroad during the training period. Frequent visits of guest researchers and guest doctoral 

students provide good international networks.  

 

In what way do those responsible for the education obtain information (for example from 

alumni, clients, adjunct professors, industrial doctoral students, supervisors with an 

industrial connection) that is relevant for the effectiveness of PhD training and the way it 

prepares for the working life? How is this followed up? 

 

At present, there is no systematic collection of information regarding this although we make an 

effort to keep our connections with alumni and from time to time, TEMA GENUS invites the 

alumni to give talks for the PhD students and general staff related to their career trajectories, 

working life, etc. In the future we intend to continue this habit and make the data collection 

more systematic and freely available. The requested perspectives are highly present at TEMA 

GENUS at all stages of PhD training. Factors that influence the effectiveness of PhD training 

in points of employability include the supervisors' board`s professional network, both within 

and outside the university world, and also collaborations in several regional and local as well 

as national fora, related to gender equality and gender representation. 

Additionally our PhD students are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the AtGender 

report on the early career researchers in European gender and women`s studies prepared by 

Stefanie Boulila, Jessica Cheung, Orsolya Lehotai (https://atgender.eu/atgender-report-early-

career-researchers-in-european-gender-and-womens-studies/) that offers an overall perspective 

on their future career prospects.  

At the moment of writing this report discussion are being held on hiring an industrial PhD at 

Tema Genus in the area of arts and curating, who will be 50% funded by Bonniers konsthall. 

This will further strengthen Tema Genus`s collaborations and networks with relevant areas 

outside academia which will be beneficial for PhD students.  

  

Describe how the doctoral students' service at the department is set up. How is the 

departmental service strategically planned for the doctoral student to broaden their 

employability after the dissertation? (For example, pedagogical merits). According to 

what principles are tasks assigned to doctoral students in the environment? 

 

As mentioned above, TEMA GENUS's goal is to offer doctoral students twenty percent 

departmental service, mainly in the form of teaching at bachelor's and master's level. This can 
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be challenging as there is not always enough teaching hours for all students and colleagues. 

During the introductory period, newly hired doctoral students meet the director of studies and 

the head of the unit to coordinate future assignments within the unit's teaching. Those can be 

offered to doctoral students at the beginning of the doctoral program, mainly within the BA 

elective courses both in Swedish and in English, and also in the International MA program 

Gender, Intersectionality and Change housed at TEMA GENUS where the teaching is in 

English. In discussions s with the director of studies and annual development talks, the teaching 

is planned. Another point of control is the supervisors` board, where, if necessary, the doctoral 

students' fulfilment of departmental service is discussed. The doctoral students are encouraged 

to take LiU pedagogical course as early as possible; the course being obligatory for TEMA 

GENUS PhD students. Once the course is completed the students then offered considerable 

opportunities for developing their pedagogical merits both inside TEMA GENUS and outside. 

We believe that doctoral students should gain experience of teaching in a broader field of 

interdisciplinary humanities and social sciences and not merely gender studies, even if they 

prefer to teach in the more focused areas of their immediate expertise. Also, the teaching hours 

are sometimes not enough for all the PhD students to participate in teaching although they can 

find additional teaching tasks at other units and departments especially if they are fluent in 

Swedish. The situation is more challenging for foreign PhD students in this respect. Although 

we are doing everything we can to make sure TEMA GENUS PhD students have enough 

teaching experience while doing their PhDs this area still needs to be further developed to 

increase the scope of their teaching assignments. To a certain extent, this can and has been 

compensated with other forms of departmental service, for example assisting in GEXCEL 

membership maintenance, administering the TEMA GENUS facebook page where all 

announcements for the upcoming higher seminars are placed, coordinating conferences and 

workshops, assisting in research projects or through other doctoral students' initiatives.  

 

If so, how does collaboration take place between the academy and various actors 

(municipalities, regions, county councils, industries) that benefit the doctoral students? 

 

Collaborations with various actors is an important part of the work of Tema G. What this means 

for PhD students is that opportunities are often connected to their particular PhD projects. For 

example, within the WASP-HS programmes there are regular workshops and seminars with 

actors from other sectors who are in direct contact with the 3 PhD students funded this way. 

One of our other PhD students is conducting their dissertation research in collaboration with 

RFSL. Additionally, it appears as if we will have an ’industry’ doctoral student at a Swedish 

art gallery starting this autumn. And, of course, we encourage PhD students to take advantage 

of opportunities for collaboration with societal actors that appear in our work with Forum. 

 

Summary of development areas regarding the working life perspective - weaknesses to 

improve, strengths to develop 

A more systematic work is needed to follow up the former PhD students` trajectories after their 

defence, including maintaining a more rigorous and persistent contact with alumni.  There are 
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no resources allocated for this task, but improvements can perhaps be made even within the 

existing framework.  

As for TEMA GENUS`s strengths, the jobs that our graduates are eventually employed at 

should ideally better use the great potential of TEMA GENUS doctoral education. To do that 

our unit   should continue maintaining its high visibility and be well-known to potential 

employers so that they understand what our doctoral students can actually do and realize the 

broad scope of their competence in gender studies and beyond and as potential researchers and 

analysts. Sporadically we have done such work before whenever there has been a chance at 

promoting TEMA GENUS, but this is an additional load of work for employees and doctoral 

students that needs to be balanced more adequately.  

 

6 Sustainability perspective 

How to ensure that the doctoral student gains insight into how sustainable development 

is relevant in each doctoral program. Give examples of the ways in which aspects of 

sustainable development are brought to the fore. 

Throughout the PhD courses, we cover topics like equality, diversity and social justice (as 

elements of sustainable social development). By both presenting current work on these issues 

and discussing various interpretations and critiques of these concepts, sustainable 

social/environmental development is an integral part of our PhD education. More specifically 

we have several PhD courses that are connected with the Seed Box and specifically with the 

environmental humanities which are centered around the sustainability paradigm ecologically, 

socially, and culturally. These courses include the obligatory “Gender, Nature, Culture: 

Practicing Feminist Post-humanities” (10 ECTS), Module 2 of the course “Ontologies, 

Epistemologies and Methodologies of Interdisciplinary Studies” (2,5 ECTS), large blocks in 

the course “Feminist methodologies. Interdisciplinary practices” (15 ECTS). There are also 

several elective courses that our PhD students have taken both at TEMA and at other 

departments of LiU and other universities (KTH being one of them) that focus on sustainability 

and broader environmental issues.  

The main aspects of sustainability that are important for our learning and teaching environment 

are represented in the Seed Box oriented research and PhD training. They focus on 

contemporary environmental challenges and crises of the Anthropocene investigated in a 

profoundly interdisciplinary and at times post-disciplinary way and creating an interface 

between academia and other parts of society. Specific attention is paid to problematizing the 

nature/culture divide epistemically and empirically. Furthermore, our courses and PhD theses 

are often dealing with issues like the human-made waste zones, biodiversity loss, climate 

change, the 6th extinction cycle, the profound changes in human nature and health due to these 

shifts and a new understanding of the human and humanity related to the environmental 

challenges.   

In addition to and as a continuation of the Seed Box take on sustainability we also deal with 

issues of sustainable social development, diversity and social justice in relation to the social 

world at large, the changing gender roles and identities, the technological societal shifts 

effecting human nature and its future sustainability. 
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Finally, in courses and PhD projects within the decolonial and postcolonial feminist strand at 

TEMA GENUS, we question and seriously problematize the paradigm of sustainability as such 

as a product of Euromodernity that in fact leads to more unsustainablity in all spheres of life 

and discuss alternative economies, cosmologies and futures related to both the erased 

indigenous narratives and ethics, and such cutting-edge paradigms as sustainment and degrowth 

(as opposed to sustainability). 

At our higher seminars, doctoral students have also had the opportunity to become acquainted 

with ongoing discussions and research on environmental issues and sustainability intersecting 

with gender and sexuality questions, with decolonial agendas of global injustices due to the 

effects of the climate change and unsustainable geopolitical development and practices, with 

feminist STS. 

We think integrating sustainable development into our PhD education is essential and we have 

made it a recurring part of our program as evidenced by the answers above. 

 

Summary of development areas regarding sustainable development - weaknesses to 

improve, strengths to develop 

 

This is an area that is already quite developed at TEMA GENUS so we do not find any 

immediate weaknesses to be addressed. Yet we do need to maintain the essential presence of 

sustainability problematic in our PhD training in the future and primarily make sure that this 

paradigm is sufficiently critically addressed through the lens of the main three theoretical 

strands represented at TEMA GENUS.  Therefore, we will continue maintaining these vital 

elements in all our courses and also offer elective and readings courses addressing the 

sustainability paradigm, encouraging our students to take such courses in other important 

environmental humanities hubs and invite top specialist in this issue to talk at our seminars to 

facilitate a potentially fruitful dialogue.    

 

 




